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All-day approaches

Abstract
This paper introduces all-day dataset captured from
KAIST campus for use in mobile robotics, autonomous driving, and recognition researches. Totally, we captured 42
km sequences at 15∼100Hz using multiple sensor modalities such as fully aligned visible and thermal devices, high
resolution stereo visible cameras, and a high accuracy
GPS/IMU inertial navigation system. Despites of a particular scenario, we provide the first aligned visible/thermal
all-day dataset, including various illumination conditions:
day, night, sunset, and sunrise. With this dataset, we introduce multi-spectral loop-detector as a baseline. We will
open all calibrated and synchronized datasets1 , and hope to
make a various state of the art computer vision and robotics
algorithms.

Depth estimation and 3d reconstruction

Navigating position and 3D pose estimation

Object detection, Visual Recognition and SLAM

Figure 1. Recording platform with cameras (top-left), trajectory
from GPS/IMU units (down-left), depth map and reconstructed 3D
points (top-right), and moving object labels (bottom-right).

as shadow, saturation. Recently, there has been increasing
interest in using alternative sensors. Thermal sensors are
more robust to illumination changes and well distinguished
in the scenario where temperature variations are present.
Moreover, the thermal devices have become accessible in
general use. However, thermal-spectral images sometimes
provide ineffective information without any radiant sources
and even it has trouble in conversion phenomenon called
crossover, and reflection.
Other alternative sensors, such as 2D/3D Lidar, can provide useful 3D or depth information of the scene, yet it is
not appropriate for practical usage, because of high prices.
Therefore, we make the multimodal dataset using visible
and thermal spectral sensors. To maximize the complementary information between visible and thermal images, we
use the beam-splitter hardware to try to completely align
two images [10]. Also, we add a visible-camera for capturing multi-view images and a combined GPS and IMU
system for analyzing the physical quantity.
We capture the same loop/place at different times in
different conditions. From these efforts, we can produce
the aligned multimodal dataset including all-day conditions.
We believe that our configuration system put together many
challenging issues as above mentioned with combination of
complementary information. Furthermore, we expect our
dataset to push forward the progress of not visual place
recognition, also further extension of computer vision and
robotics algorithms.

1. Introduction
Localization and mapping problems have played an
important role in the development of navigating the autonomous robot and vehicles such as personal service
robots, smart cars, and unmanned aerial systems.
Among several useful sensors such as vision-based (visible/thermal cameras), scan-based (2D/3D Lidar), visible
cameras have been extensively exploited for visual localization and mapping communities, due to low cost, power
consumption and portability. Actually, the most popular
localization systems [4, 6, 5, 13] have mainly adopted the
visible-sensors and dealt with many localization challenges
in real world environments. Also, most public datasets consist of visible-images.
Despite the successful novelty, there are apparent limitations of visible sensor in physically, which is highly sensitive to the illumination changes and moving object detections. For example, night time driving has a difficulty for
forward visibility and conversely, can be disturbed by headlights. Also, object appearances cannot be guaranteed constantly, when it is affected by illumination conditions such
1 All-day visual place recognition dataset is available online:
http://rcv.kaist.ac.kr/all-day/
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Figure 2. Hardware configuration. (Left) Capturing platform,
(Top) Beam-splitter, (Bottom) Side View of Sensor setup.

2. Configuration and Methodology
2.1. Sensors and Data Acquisition
Sensors We equipped multimodal sensors onto a standard
sport utility vehicle illustrated in Fig. 2.
2 × PointGrey Flea3 color camera(FL3-GE-13S2C-C),
30Hz, 1.3 Megapixels, 1/3” Sony ICX445 CCD,
1280 × 960, Global shutter, 400 ∼ 750nm, GigE
2 × Computar Optics 12mm Lens, 26◦ (H) × 22.1◦ (V)
1 × FLIR A35 thermal camera, 60Hz, 1.32mrad,
320 × 256, 25◦ (H) × 19◦ (V) with 19mm lens,
7.5 ∼ 13um, GigE
1 × Trimble GPS with RTK (open sky localization er
rors < 5cm), 10Hz and MicroStrain 3DM-GX3 IMU
unit (Resolution < 0.1◦ ), 100Hz
Note that the visible and thermal sensors are combined
with beam-splitter, which is made of zinc-oxide and silicon materials. This optical device can reflect visible
wavelengths and transmit long-wavelengths infrared lights
(LWIR). Using the beam-splitter setup, the alignment of
visible and thermal is completely parallax-free and the
highly accurate mapping of the lower resolved thermal image in the visible image is easily done without additional
use of image rotating or straightening algorithms. The baseline of both cameras is approximately 18.6 cm.
Data Acquisition We mounted our multimodal capturing
system on top of vehicle, and housed a PC with Intel i74970K processors in the trunk. To prevent the bottleneck of
file i/o, we used 3 solid state drivers (SSD) to save each sensor data separately. One SSD saved thermal and GPS/IMU
data, and other two SSDs saved two visible sensors.

2.2. Sensor Calibration
For the purpose of our system, all sensors are carefully
calibrated and synchronized. Visible-spectral calibration
has been researched in many applications, and there are
already many reliable methods and toolkits. We used the

Figure 3. Proposed calibration board. (Left) Visible imaging,
(Right) Thermal imaging

one of most popular calibration toolkits2 to automatically
calibrate intrinsic and extrinsic parameter of the individual
and multiple visible cameras. However, due to the different
spectral range, a joint calibration between visible and thermal is not easy task for obtaining accurate results. Therefore, we present an effective approach for geometrically calibrating visible and thermal sensors using a new calibration
pattern board in Fig. 3.
Multi-spectral calibration For the thermal-spectral
imaging, popular chessboard approaches involve heating
the pattern through exposure to a flood lamp [3, 17]. Recently, Hilsenstein [9] manufactured the chessboard pattern
onto a specially manufactured printed circuit board (PCB),
and Vidas et al. [20] proposed a simple calibration framework using affordable materials by hand-made. Despite all
these efforts, the corner points cannot be reliably extracted
in a thermal-image, because, physically, the spread of
thermal is proportional to the area of pattern.
We took account of a limitation and designed a calibration board consisting of line-grids of regular sized squares
(Fig. 3). The thin cooper line is milled onto a printed circuit
board at equal spaces. Lines were 2 mm wide and spaced
with 40 mm separation, and a six intersections along the
shorter axis and seven intersections along the longer axis
were used. These dimensions are selected by two folds:
(1) A geometric correspondence with chessboards
(2) Field of view and resolution of thermal camera
A significant importance of this board is that it can
achieve better results involving a high contrast at thermaldomain due to the uniform temperature. Also, the proposed calibration board can be compatible with many existing camera toolkits, due to the same geometric relations
to the chessboard pattern calibration. Therefore, we performed calibration using popular camera calibration toolbox with our pattern board in the same way. To align both
cameras, we calibrated the intrinsic and extrinsic parameters of the cameras, and controlled the position until a relative rotation and translation are a negligible.
2 Caltech calibration toolkits: http://www.vision.caltech.
edu/bouguetj/calib_doc/

2.3. Synchronization
The popular approach is Precision Time Protocol (PTP)
synchronization, which uses ethernet time throughout a sensor network. However, since all sensors should share a same
ethernet adapter, there is a obvious risk for camera network
bandwidth. For our system, PTP approach is not adequate
for handling high resolution images and multiple sensors.
Therefore, we adopted high precision synchronization
with respect to the external trigger. Since the thermal camera provides a external sync channel, we set the thermal
camera as a master and two visible cameras as the slave.
The details are given as
Trigger generation (Master: FLIR A35)
∗ Trigger signal : 3.3V pulse with 29.97Hz
∗ Register/PIN : SelfSyncMster / PIN 3 (SY N C OU T )
Trigger receiver (Slave : FL3-GE-13S2C-C)
∗ Mode : OverlappedExposure/Readout(M ode14)3
Unfortunately, the GPS/IMU system cannot be synchronized in this way, as they does not support external triggering. Instead, we collected the closest timestamp to the camera timestamp for a particular frames. All timestamps have
been recorded on our computer using the system clock.

3. Data Collection
Our all-day dataset was captured around the Korea Advanced Institute of Science and Technology (KAIST) campus. Despite of a particular space, it is a novel dataset
including a diverse illumination changes and dynamic objects, and having a potentiality to deal with these challenges
with the aligned multimodal images (visible and thermal),
multi-view images (stereo) and GPS/IMU data. The data
was collected while driving the vehicle around the same environment in different times. Specially, our dataset involves
not only day and night-time but the ambiguous time such
as sunset and sunrise. In each time, we took care of checking over all sensor configurations and calibration errors by
a simple test, and covering many cases in real world environments. A sample trajectory of the dataset in one loop
around the campus is shown in Fig. 5.

3.1. Data Description
The unprocessed data consists of five files for each trial.
Three files contain raw images of two visible and one thermal image captured at 15 fps. Other files contain the data
from remaining sensors; GPS and IMU at 10fps and 100
fps respectively. This file stores the data in the format similar to that described in KITTI [7], which is one of famous
datasets for visual place recognition. The unprocessed data
3 FLIR does not recommend using the external sync interface with a
slow-configured camera because there is ambiguity as to which received
pulse triggers the frame timing.

Figure 5. GPS Trajectory for one sequence. Here we plot the
GPS overlaid ontop of an aerial image from Google maps. Colors encode the GPS signal quality: blue tracks have been recorded
with high precision using RTK corrections, green denotes the general GPS information without correction signals. The red indicates
the shadow area which one have been excluded from our data set.
W, E and N indicate each sequence in our datasets.

consists of raw distorted images from visible and thermal
camera and the raw navigating/inertial data.
Images To obtain various illumination changes, we captured the same place successively in fixed time (4:00, 6:00,
11:00, 14:00, 18:00, 24:00). The time considers the elevation angle of the sun including sunrise, sunset, dawn, midday and night. Therefore, our dataset can cover all-day natural illumination changes and be possible to analyze on how
the light conditions affects the multispectral imaging. One
example of dataset are shown in Fig. 4. We show that each
spectral image shows the different tendency according to
the amount of radiation. For example, at 18:00 after sunset,
thermal images maintain a high contrast as the radiation is
decreasing. On the contrary, at 6:00 after sunrise, thermal
images are still low intensity distributions.
Train and Test sets. Instead of randomly dividing, our
dataset can be categorized into three groups according to
the light condition. One is day-time (11:00, 14:00) groups,
and another is night-time groups (24:00, 04:00). The other
group consists of the time (6:00, 18:00) at dawn and dusk,
when the light extremely changes.
Moving object annotation. Moving object detection is
one of challenging problems in the place recognition problems. To handle this problem, we manually annotated the
subset for targeting some objects such as pedestrians and
vehicles. When we annotated the ground truth, we used the
modified Piotr’s Computer vision MATLAB Toolbox [10]
which is adapted for displaying visible and thermal images
simultaneously.
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Table 1. Comparison of several place recognition datasets. − denotes unmentioned information in reference papers. ∗ denotes a virtual
ground truth instead of GPS. This measurement is estimated by external camera. k indicates the 103 . Note that our dataset is only one
which provides aligned visible-thermal images and moving object labels captured in dynamic environments.

3.2. Comparision Existing Dataset
We sum up the existing visual localization dataset in Table.1 for the comparison. Many datasets [18, 1, 16, 7]
provide visible image sequences captured in day-time, under fine weather condition without extreme illumination
changes. Some popular datasets [1, 16, 7] contain the real
driving scenarios. Even if Ford [16] dataset relatively gives
the smaller number of images, they have a novelty with
combining high resolution Omni-directional camera and 3d
Lidar. KITTI [7] play a role as a benchmark in various computer vision applications such as stereo vision, optical flow,
visual SLAM, and object detection.
Recently, St Lucia MTD, DIRD and Alderley [8, 11,
13] focus mainly on variant of illumination changes.
St Lucia MTD [8] was captured at five different times

(8:25/10:00/12:10/14:10/15:45) during the day to obtain the
appearance variation as time passes. They had taken images
over 3 weeks and made total 10 datasets. DIRD [11] provides the dataset including severe changes of illumination
and cast shadows over a half-day. Alderley [13] dataset has
two different scenarios; a sunny day and a rainy night with
GPS positions as ground truth, available for validating from
eyes.
There are some researches to handle the night-time place
recognition using visible and thermal images. Unfortunately, there is no public dataset. MO [14] consists of visible and thermal images, and stereo images. SC [2] is for
segmentation with visible and thermal stereo images. QUTMSLAM [12] has a similar concept in terms of multimodal
system and applications. The dataset is captured by the
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Figure 4. These figure are dataset examples captured from the same location during a day. The illumination changes of visible-thermal
images are clearly appeared across 24hours.

platform, which is made of visible camera, thermal camera
and GPS receiver, attached to the bicycle, in different times
of day. Another multimodal dataset is TUM-RGBD [19].
However, the dataset used a Microsoft Kinect sensor and
even it is for indoor SLAM.

Even if our datasets belong to multimodal dataset, we
have a novelty to provide aligned visible and thermal images during all-day. Compared to QUT-MSLAM [12], our
dataset has ego-centric moving view in real-driving conditions, and a pair of high resolution visible images.

Recall (k=3, f=3)

4. Dataset Statistics
To give further insights into the properties of our dataset,
we provide statistics for all sequences in Fig. 6. As
above mentioned, moving object, illumination changes and
viewpoint changes can cause mis-matching of visual places
recognition. In these perspectives, we expect that those
types of analytic information help the finding reason why
the place recognition is failed. The ratio of moving object and view-point changes can be estimated by annotation
and ground truth respectively, and the degree of illumination change can be indirectly predicted by saturation map in
the image.
As shown in Fig. 6 (a-d), even if both types of image
lose information at night, thermal-images have a smaller ratio of loss than visible-images. Thus, we can conclude that
thermal-images assist visible images with complementary
information at night. In Fig. 6 (e-i) illustrates the distribution of extracted features in the scene and we visualize
the results through the weighted Gaussian histogram. Since
most of features are concentrated on an upper band across
the image center, we can estimate that the field of view of
our system is set as similar as the general driver. The saturation map of visible-images are depicted in Fig. 6 (f-l). After sunset (18:00), there are many under-saturated regions.
While the sun rises, we can easily detect over-saturated regions in an upper region of images such as sky. This is an
important measurement to determine on how much illumination changes as time passes and how much illumination
affects intensities in particular times. Fig. 7 (a-b) shows a
statistical analysis for ego-motion of our configuration system for the whole dataset. Despite of many speed bumps in
our campus, we included all sequences for reasonable statistics to represent natural driving behavior. The right figures
(Fig. 7 (c-d)) indicate the amount of changing angular ratio
per the number of images in log-scales. If the angular rate is
a high, the view is changed rapidly. We expect these statistics to be helpful for analyzing failure cases in visual place
recognition methods employing the proposed dataset.

5. Baseline Approach
In this paper, we utilized DLoop [6] as our baseline algorithm to verify the compatibility of previous algorithms
and handle the visible and thermal images. This is natural
choice because the algorithm is generally used as fast and
efficient method for visual place recognition using bag of
words and especially considers the temporal and geometric
consistency to verify the loop-closing.
We used SURF as the local feature in visible and thermal images. For the extension, we built visible and thermal
vocabulary tree [15], respectively. We decided a correct location as any spectral algorithm completed the loop-closing
in each frame. In our baseline, we did not use concatenated
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Figure 8. Recall graph in visible and thermal dataset according to
parameters. α is similarity threshold, k is related to the temporal consistency, and f is sampling step of train and test dataset.
Finally, we chose α = 0.1(V), 0.01(T), k = 3, and f = 3.

descriptor for integrating vocabulary tree, because the different characteristics of visible and thermal images made
harder to verify results in DLoop.
For reasonable analyses, we decided proper baseline parameters with regard to original algorithm [6]. Similarity
threshold α, temporal consistency k and sampling step f are
generally chosen in experimental results due to their dependency on datasets. The optimal parameters of our dataset
are shown in Fig. 4. Fig 8 shows the evaluation results
of baselines for our dataset. The upper table indicates numerical results of recall in each sequence (West, East, and
North). Fig. 9 (a-c) are loop-closing results of visible data
and (d-f) are those of thermal data in all sequences. As numerical and loop-closing results, thermal image seems to be
dominant at night-time, when scenes are hardly distinguishable in the visible images. However, visible image performed better than thermal image at day-time, when thermal
scenes partly suffer from the artifacts such as crossover. The
results of extended baseline using both images are shown
in Fig. 9 (g-i). Compared with a single-spectral result, our
extended baseline acceptably shows better performances in
all-times. This implies that the complementary information
of visible and thermal image is helpful regardless of any
illumination conditions.

6. Summary and Future Work
In this paper, we have presented a well aligned, calibrated and synchronized visual place recognition dataset
for all-day long. We also examine our extention of DLoop,
called multi-spectral DLoop in various condition. Through
those results, we determined that the complementary information of visible and thermal image is helpful in visual
place recognition problems. We believe that our dataset
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Figure 6. Statistics for images. We use the SURF features in OpenCV to reveal the image conditions for visual place recognition. (a-d) The features both
on the visible and thermal images are extracted from useful structures on the side of the road. (e,i) We verify that the visible images are easily saturated due
to the lack of illumination. (f-h, j-l) These information could be useful for visual place recognition task.

(a) Velocity

(b) Acceleration

(c) Vertical angular rate

(d) Horizontal angular rate

Figure 7. Statistics for egomotion. When we capture the proposed dataset, we try to keep constant velocity. Since there are many speed bumps in our
campus, we should repeatedly accelerate and decelerate. (a,b) The proposed dataset also gives the vertical and horizontal angular rate of the scene, i.e. how
the scenes are changed rapidly. (c,d) We hope these information might be helpful for analyzing failure case of the algorithms.

can be used as a benchmark for testing various state of the
art computer vision and robotics algorithms such as visual
place recognition, 3d reconstruction, moving object detection (pedestrian, vehicle) and autonomous driving research
field. In the future, we have a plan to expand the amount of

dataset for long-term visual recognition, make diverse categories for object detection and capture a variety of scenarios
such as road, residential and downtown area in general traffic scene. In particular, we will soon provide the baseline
algorithm in several applications based on our dataset.
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